Our Cloud Financial Governance & Optimization offerings help you assess and manage your cloud resource expenditures. These offerings are tailored to your environment and business objectives and will help you plan for effectively managing spend and optimizing cloud consumption.

Our offerings consist of the following:

- A workshop to assess your needs
- A governance engagement to remediate your resource grouping, naming standards, and tagging/metadata, and to establish governance standards to get a holistic view of the environment for cost optimization
- Implementation of a cloud management platform and cost optimization tool, including configuration of a dashboard and reporting on your single- or multi-cloud environment
- An optimization engagement to implement changes to your environment to ensure it is running in the most cost-effective manner (e.g., IaaS vs. PaaS)
- Managed services to monitor your environment for continued support, optimization, and remediation

Who should attend the workshop?

The workshop will provide the most benefit to the following roles:

- IT directors and above
- Key system architects
- DevOps team members
- Business owners
- Stakeholders for business workloads
- Developers

What is the deliverable?

The session produces a road map that enables your organization to achieve the right balance between operational requirements and cloud resource spend.

Our Cloud Financial Governance & Optimization offerings allow us to collaborate on strategies that help you:

- Manage cloud spend more effectively
- Gain operational and financial insights
- Improve organizational accountability
- Enable cost allocation and chargebacks
- Optimize how you use cloud resources
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